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ABOUT THIS
REPORT
The 2016 Annual Report presents content about SITAWI, its activities, results,
governance and team. In its 8th edition, the information in this report
relates to the period from January 1st to December 31st 2016. This edition
complies with the GRI G4* guidelines, in the Core option. Over the course
of 2016, internal and external stakeholders were asked to validate SITAWI's
materiality assessment for management and reporting. Sustainability is
still SITAWI’s priority, as well as its impact in society.
Throughout this publication, we indicate how the projects supported by
the Social Finance Program align with the 17 Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) of the Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development, showing
our commitment to this global agreement.
The projects related to the Sustainable Finance Program contribute to
many SDGs in a concomitant but indirect fashion, through the activities of
clients and beneficiaries. Thus, SITAWI chose to construct, throughout 2017,
an alternative impact measurement model for the Program, considering
the reach, effectiveness and innovation of the projects, which will be
presented in the next Report.
The construction process of this narrative and disclosure of results is closely
followed by the CEO and by the Sustainable Finance Director of the organization.
The content presented is originated from internal documents and information
and from data provided by partner organizations and the social enterprises
we support. The audited financial statements are available on our website and
the managerial accounting statements are at the end of this Report.
The electronic version of this document is available in our website, in PDF,
and should be seen as a continuity of the information provided in the last
report, published in 2016. If you wish to comment or ask for more information
about our Annual Report, please contact us: contact@sitawi.net.
SITAWI Team

*Global Reporting Initiative, Version G4.
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Institutional

2016

IN NUMBERS

24

Disbursement for
social impact in
R$/thousands

1570
2014

1930
2015

employees with
multidisciplinary
backgrounds

2600
2016

12

published
studies

35

Sustainable
Finance
projects

4

awards and
recognitions

91

donors members
of the “Network
for Good”

Follow the development of Finance for Good in Brazil.
Sign up for our newsletter: http://bit.ly/NewsletterSITAWI
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MESSAGE
FROM THE BOARD
Mobilizing capital for innovative financial

We hope this report provides positive reflec-

solutions that help tackle social and envi-

tions and boosts your desire to be part of

ronmental issues is a crucial challenge to-

our movement. We believe that it is possi-

day. Even though Brazil and the world face

ble to prosper financially and generate more

inequality barriers, there is a consensus that

value to society at the same time. Join us in

new ways of thinking about and using capi-

Finance for Good.

tal are essential.
We should rethink traditional sources, such as
public resources, philanthropy, loans and investment, and develop new financial mechanisms that can be used for the public good.
We are currently in transition in our way
of living and relating with people and nature. As consumers and citizens, the transition must also occur in our relationship with
money. In what ways can our financial resources help solve social and environmental issues?
Over the last few years, SITAWI has been working towards answering this question in an innovative, ethical and transparent way. We are
certain that there will be many milestones to
be celebrated in this journey, but we also recognize there will be challenges to overcome if
we want to guarantee that these investments
are generating a positive impact on society.

Enio Stein
Franklin Feder
Guilherme Affonso Ferreira
Lucia Hauptman
Thomaz Conde
Tomaz Solberg
Advisory Board
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LETTER
FROM THE
CEO

Institutional

We advanced the agenda for Social Finance in Brazil through the production of knowledge in and
further progress towards implementing the first
Social Impact Bond in the country. We also organized meetings and events to promote the field’s
potential impact with the Brazilian Social Finance
Task Force, where we serve on the Executive Board
with Instituto de Cidadania Empresarial.
We reached the mark of R$9.3 million disbursed to

Today’s social and environmental challeng-

create social and environmental impact to more than

es demand multidisciplinary and coordinat-

50 organizations. In 8 years, more than 200 thousand

ed solutions, given their complexity. To meet

people have been impacted in different dimensions,

them, SITAWI has developed innovative tools

from human rights to income generation.

and partnerships that catalyze the creation of
positive social and environmental impact.

Our Sustainable Finance Program increased its
number of projects by 45% and doubled its num-

The past year was one of growth and consolida-

ber of publications. We consolidated our part-

tion at SITAWI. We concluded a cycle of institu-

nership with Vigeo Eiris, as the official represen-

tional changes and embarked on a path towards

tative in social and environmental research for

conscious and consistent growth. We migrated

responsible investors in Brazil. We also entered

to a better office in Rio de Janeiro and launched

the Green Bonds market: the first green bond

a dynamic and responsive website. We are now

issued in the Brazilian market received a sec-

24 people engaged with Finance for Good.

ond opinion from SITAWI’s opinion, and over the
course of 2017, many more will be issued.

We celebrated achievements that reinforce our
commitment to transparency and excellence.

This was also the year in which we were closest to

We were recognized as the 6th most influential

our donors: we organized events and visits to the

social organization in Brazil (and 8th in Latin

projects we support in São Paulo and Rio de Janei-

America). We received the prize for most trans-

ro. As a result we have 43 new supporters, reach-

parent organization from the Brazilian Associa-

ing 91 individuals committed to our work and con-

tion of Fundraising Professionals and the max-

nected with the impact that they help create.

imum level of recognition for Management and
Transparency from Instituto Doar. We were well

SITAWI’s team works every day to continue earn-

placed in 12 categories in the Independent Re-

ing your trust and admiration. We invite all of you

search on Responsible Investment, the most

to find out in the next pages how we pave the way.

important global ranking for Responsible Investing. SITAWI was elected the 9th best re-

Good Reading!

search institution in the world for social and
environmental issues, and one of our analysts
was recognized as the second best analyst, with
two other members well placed.

GRI-G4 1, 6, 13

LEONARDO LETELIER
Founder and CEO
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ABOUT
SITAWI
SITAWI Finance for Good is a pioneer organization in the development of financial solutions for
social impact and in the analysis of the social and environmental performance of companies and
financial institutions. Founded in 2008, SITAWI has offices in Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo.
SITAWI means to develop and flourish in Swahili.
GRI-G4 8, 13, 56

MISSION
Mobilize capital for positive social and
environmental impact.

VISION
A world where capital is cheaper, more
abundant and more patient for
organizations and businesses creating
positive social and environmental impact.

VALUES
Striving for Excellence
Transparency with all
Spirit of Innovation
Encouragement of Diversity
Co-responsibility in actions
Action with Empathy
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Institutional

GOVERNANCE AND
MANAGEMENT
2016 was a year of significant advancement for

Finance for Good aims to support and partic-

SITAWI, in terms of its organizational architec-

ipate in the transformation of the purpose of

ture and strategy. We optimized our project

capital. We want to instill money with new val-

management, result measurement, strategy

ues, challenging how individuals and their fi-

alignment, and people management processes.

duciaries – foundations, banks, insurance
companies, asset managers, among others –

Our team grew and as procedures were formal-

relate to capital today and how this may hap-

ized, our actions for the coming years became

pen in a near future, with new ways of philan-

more structured. To reflect on this moment at

thropy and investment. To accomplish our

SITAWI, we consulted our key stakeholders to

mission, we act on both ends of the capital

generate a panorama of where we are now and

spectrum – philanthropic and commercial –

where we are headed. From these reflections, we

each a different legal entity with its own focus

are improving internal processes so that SITAWI

(a nonprofit and a for profit organization).

can become financially and institutionally sustainable. The awards and recognition received
reinforce our commitment to transparency and
excellence of the work we have been doing with
internal and external stakeholders.

The highest governing body of the nonprofit or-

the managerial and institutional areas) and

ganization is the General Assembly, which pe-

one vice-president (responsible for the oper-

riodically elects the Executive Board, with one

ational area). Furthermore, there is an Adviso-

director-president (the CEO, responsible for

ry Board, that comes together every quarter

GRI-G4 7, 17 ao 27
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to revisit our strategy and execution and that

cial and Environmental Loans is composed of

may receive recommendations and communi-

the CEO and external guests. Funds institut-

cations from stakeholders (supporters, clients,

ed by third-parties maintain their own gover-

employees, suppliers, press, associates, or ex-

nance. The for-profit legal entity has its own

ternal individiuals). In the beginning of 2016,

set of shareholders. In order to avoid any po-

Lucia Hauptman became part of SITAWI’s Advi-

tential conflicts of interest, neither of these

sory Board, bringing the total number of board

participate in any of SITAWI’s governance bod-

members to six. The Fiscal Board, elected by

ies, and under no circumstances is there any

the associates, is responsible for the approv-

transfer of resources from the nonprofit to the

al of the financial and accounting statements.

for-profit entity. A cost sharing agreement con-

The investment committee of the Fund for So-

nects the two entities.

HOW WE OPERATE
The Social Finance Program is responsible

sions of development and commercial banks,

for the development of Social Impact Bonds

pension and private equity funds, asset man-

(SIBs) in Brazil and for the management of

agers, insurance companies, philanthropic

Philanthropic Funds (FF) and Social and Envi-

foundations, NGOs, associations, think-tanks,

ronmental Revolving Funds (FSR), from which

and large companies. We follow a fee-for-ser-

donations, loans and impact investments are

vice business model, where clients hire SITA-

made to nonprofit or for-profit organizations

WI for consulting and research projects. This

and businesses committed to positive social

program is mainly hosted in SITAWI’s for-profit

impact. In addition, it is also responsible for

entity, but activities for public benefit can be

our presence on the Executive Board of the

hosted in the nonprofit as well.

Brazilian Social Finance Task Force. This program is hosted in SITAWI’s nonprofit entity.
Both programs are supported by shared inThe Sustainable Finance Program is responsi-

stitutional areas: Relationship, Administra-

ble for advancing the inclusion of social and

tion/Finance, and Communications, under

environmental issues into investment deci-

the supervision of the CEO.

GRI-G4 6, 24 ao 27, 34
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SOCIAL
FINANCE

10

GRI-G4 4, 8

Social Finance

R$9.3
MILLION
DISBURSED FOR SOCIAL
IMPACT
Today both the world and Brazil are experiencing
complex social and environmental challenges. At
the same time, there is a consensus that it is necessary to attract more capital to fund innovative
solutions for these problems. Families, foundations, companies and government can use hybrid
strategies, directing public and private capital to
impactful businesses and projects, or aligning financial mechanisms with a commitment to create
financially sustainable social impact. This is Social
Finance.
The Brazilian Social Finance Task Force (FTFS), the
thought leader for this movement, has developed
15 recommendations to reach R$50 billions in social
finance transactions by 2020. As part of the FTFS’s
Executive Board alongside the Instituto de Cidadania Empresaria (ICE), SITAWI believes that these financial mechanisms can generate significant social impact. Its Social Finance program is based on
three recommendations: expansion and capitalization of Social and Environmental Revolving Funds;
social subcredit from BNDES (Brazil’s national development bank); and Social Impact Bonds.

Social Finance
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BRAZILIAN SOCIAL
FINANCE TASK
FORCE
The Brazilian Social Finance Task Force’s mis-

nance and High-impact Business. Over the

sion is to articulate a network to bring togeth-

course of 2016, FTFS, together with Aoka Labs,

er investors, entrepreneurs, government and

conducted the Innovations in Social Finance

partners to promote businesses and projects

Laboratory, which allowed for the appearance

that align profit and social and environmental

and consolidation of important partnerships

impact, and with this, change the framework

and concrete actions in the field. The advanc-

of how the resources and needs of society are

es throughout the year were documented in a

managed.

report that consolidates the many actions that
resulted from FTFS’s recommendations.

In the last three years, many opportunities
were created with the goal of mapping, connecting and supporting agendas and players

Check out the download able material:
http://info.sitawi.net/avancosftfs2016

that could strengthen the field of Social Fi-

Signing of the Term of
Cooperation with the
Ministry of Industry,
Foreign Trade and
Services – MDIC.
São Paulo, august 2016.
GRI-G4 8
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Social Finance

PHILANTHROPIC FUNDS
R$2.6 million to social and environmental initiatives and
causes from 7 Philanthropic Funds

Managing the Philanthropic Funds allows us to

stitutes, foundations and families. Since 2008, it

destine resources to support social and envi-

has managed 17 Philanthropic Funds, as well as

ronmental causes with flexibility and efficiency,

two Social and Environmental Revolving Funds,

making more capital available to social impact

focusing on education, social innovation, circu-

through the support of both companies and

lar economy, social justice, female empower-

philanthropic families.

ment, corporate social responsibility, environment, reforestation, and technology. Each of

In 2016, SITAWI managed 7 Philanthropic Funds

these contributes to the Sustainable Develop-

(3 of which were created over the year) for in-

ment Goals (SDGs.)

BMW FOUNDATION HERBERT QUANDT
Since 2014, this German institution has had a Philanthropic
Fund with SITAWI, with the goal
of promoting intersectoral dialogues for the common good
and for social innovation. This
support, which goes beyond resource management, allows the BMW Foundation Herbert
Quandt to strengthen ties and support projects
and actions with more than 40 local partners,
as well as to expand the local chapter of the
Responsible Leaders Network for approximately 60 influencers.
In 2016, there were 35 events directly impacting
more than 7,000 people about urgent and emergGRI-G4 4, 8

Innovation Lab on Social Finance
Sinal do Vale, Duque de Caxias - RJ
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ing themes in Latin America, including: Pro Bono,

A series of local events and a roadmap, de-

Impact Investment, Venture Philanthropy, the B

signed especially for this group, aim to project

Movement, and Social Intrapreneurship.

a common ideal to the network, strengthening
the collaborations between the members and

In 2017, the Foundation returns to support

promoting connections for impactful and scal-

these transformations and responsible lead-

able activities.

ers through the Responsible Leaders Network.

MAIS UNIDOS
neiro and São Carlos. The project, in partnership with the Ministry of Education (MEC)
and the “Language without Borders” Program,
aims to teach English to 1 million university
students by 2025.
Another major project is the support to Instituto Embraer’s “Scholarship Fund,” benefiting
women from low-income backgrounds who
have been admitted to STEM (Science, technology, engineering and mathematics) courses by covering their costs over the course of
their college degree.

Inauguration of Language Laboratory
Rio de Janeiro - RJ

SITAWI Finance for Good is responsible for

The +Unidos Group is a private impact investing fund
created through a partnership

between

the

the financial management of the group’s activities in Brazil. For more information about
the group, visit www.maisunidos.org

United

States diplomatic mission –
represented by the US Agency for International Development (USAID) – and US
companies with a presence in
Brazil. By the end of 2016, the
Group’s

language

schools’

services had benefitted approximately 16,000
Brazilian students in the federal universities
of Brasília, Pernambuco, Pelotas, Rio de JaGRI-G4 8
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Social Finance

FORD FOUNDATION - NUVEM
Nuvem is an initiative focused on experimentation,
research and innovation in
technology and sustainability, based in rural areas. SITAWI manages Ford Foundation’s donation to develop
the project’s activities. In
2016, Nuvem held two different coordinations – “Feminism and Disruption” and “Territorial Actions” – with the aim
of increasing its scope through an expansion
of its activities, the realization of specific
goals for each stakeholder and the creation

Collective campaign to reforest a 500m2 area in Sítio Água
Branca, monitored by a forest engineer.

of new partnerships and collaborations.

Sítio Água Branca, Resende - RJ

The coordination of Feminism and Displacement promoted activities committed to gender equality and the sharing of techniques,
technologies and methodologies, promoting
a syntropic connections of the urban with the
rural spaces.

The coordination Territorial Actions promoted activities in the Vale do Pavão, in Visconde
de Mauá – Itatiaia - and in Sítio Nebulosa, in
the Fumaça district – Resende, providing access to technologies and exchange of people
and projects in the region. Among the events
promoted are the Encontro de Economias
Subversivas; Contralab - Ações Legislativas;
Mutirão de Bioconstrução e Mutirão de Sistema Agroflorestal.

EncontrADA: This activity brought together approximately
40 participants from nine towns in Serrinha do Alambari
for discussions and workshops about digital security,
carpentry, natural gynecology, communication and
autonomy.
Serrinha do Alambari, Resende - RJ

GRI-G4 8
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DÁ PÉ
In 2015, the crowdfunding campaign Dá Pé, a partnership of
Pindorama Filmes with SOS
Mata Atlântica, raised R$ 400
thousand for reforestation of
20 thousand trees in the banks
of the Una River, an important affluent of the
Paraíba do Sul River, which supplies Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo and Minas Gerais. The campaign impacted 3 million people through Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, and more than
1,500 contributed financially to this idea.
The success led to the second campaign, at the

Tree planting with volunteers and supervision
of SOS Mata Atlântica in the Una River Basin.
Vale do Paraíba - SP

end of 2016, raising more than R$ 250,000 and
allowing 13,000 trees to be planted in protected areas. The project replants trees and cares
for seedlings until they are strong enough to

For more information watch the video:

grow without care, ensuring the forest’s long-

https://youtu.be/syoAYlmhqr8

term sustainability. Both Da Pé campaigns were
supported and managed by SITAWI.

FORD FOUNDATION - FÓRUM JUSTIÇA
Supported by the Ford
Foundation,
the
Justice
Forum aims to debate
public policy related to
justice. The debate around
a democratic justice system
looks at the Latin American context and
factors of recognition and redistribution.
The initiative was provided with $200,000
to execute the activities over two years.

In 2016, the Forum’s activities aimed to
strengthen spaces where justice policy is
discussed. The course “Strategic Actions
for a cross-sector perspective of the Public
Defender’s Office focusing on gender and race”
was one example. The course ran in September
and its goal was to debate the vulnerabilities
individuals at the intersection of gender and
race/ethnicity are subject to, as well as the
role of the Public Defender’s Office in the fight
against institutional sexism and racism.

GRI-G4 8
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Social Finance

ELLEN MACARTHUR FOUNDATION
The

Ellen

MacArthur

Foundation (EMF) is a British
organization whose goal is to
inspire the next generation
to rethink, redesign, and
construct a better future
oriented around a circular economy that is
regenerative and restorative by design. To
do this, they established Circular Economy
100 (CE100), a pre-competitive innovation
and

collaboration

program

that

helps

organizations develop new opportunities
and realize their ambitions in the circular

In 2016, the Brazilian program welcomed
its first members and created bases for
collaboration and practice, by supporting the
organizations individually to find strategic
opportunities to generate circular value, as
well as by providing the ideal environment to
collectively become pioneer organizations in
the country’s circular economy. In addition,
it published a paper exploring starting
points for the transition to a regenerative
and restorative economy, based on collective
intelligence from the CE100 Brasil network.

economy more quickly. Through its unique
platform,

it

corporations,

promotes

meetings

governments

and

with
cities,

academic institutions, emerging innovators
and affiliates. In 2015, EMF chose Brazil for
the program’s first local network, called
CE100 Brasil, and created a fund with SITAWI
to manage the initiative’s finances.

The publication can be found
here: “Circular economy in
Brasil: an initial exploratory
approach”, produced by EMF:
https://goo.gl/7rKrWR

UMA
ECONOMIA
CIRCULAR NO
BRASIL:
Uma abordagem exploratória inicial
Produto da inteligência
coletiva dos membros da
rede CE100 Brasil
Janeiro de 2017

1

RIO + B
The Rio+B project incentivizes
companies and business networks to evaluate and make
conscious

decisions

about

their social and environmental
impact, aiming to engage the private sector
in the Rio de Janeiro’s sustainability agenda.
Maintained by Sistema B, in partnership with
the town hall of Rio de Janeiro and the Ellen
MacArthur foundation, the project uses free,
online, and globally renowned tools to evaluate the social and environmental impact of
the organizations in the city.
GRI-G4 8

SITAWI is responsible for the financial management of the Fund.
Of 226 companies taking part in the selection process, 41 were chosen for the Rio+B
Laboratory, which will promote five workshops over six months in 2017 to implement social and environmental changes for
a more sustainable city. Companies wishing
to take part in the Rio+B network can read
more about the impact at: http://www.riomaisb.org.br

Social Finance
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FUNDAÇÕES E INSTITUTOS DE IMPACTO - FIIMP
The Brazilian Social Finance
Task Force (FTFS) organized
meetings to boost the field
towards

potential

impact.

Throughout 2016, the FTFS
conducted an innovation laboratory in Social Finance that allowed for the
beginning and strengthening of partnerships
and concrete actions for the field. From prototypes emerged in the laboratory, a group of 22
foundations and institutions – family, corporate and independent – was formed to learn,
accompany and understand the result of investing in high-impact social and environmental businesses, experimenting with the use of
different financial mechanisms.

stituto Samuel Klein, Instituto Vedacit, Instituto
Votorantim and Oi Futuro.
The first group action was the Learnings from
Social and environmental Impact Businesses, with the goal of developing and managing a learning and experimental process about
Social Finance instruments for social and environmental impact businesses. For this, the
pool of organizations raised R$703.5 thousand,
which will be allocated to the learning process through investments in social businesses, through intermediaries and in the Social Finance ecosystem. The management of the sum
of R$502 thousand is done by SITAWI, which
allowed the convergence to different founda-

Foundations and Institutes for Impact (FIIMP)
was inspired by the FTFS’s second recommendation, which calls for leadership by institutes
and foundations. They are recommended to
make donations and investments that bring viability to pilot and innovative solutions in the
Social Finance and Impact Business fields. The
group acts independently, with its own governance structure, and believes that collaboratively, it can influence the field of social finance
and increase the funds available to social and
environmental businesses, inspiring other actors to join.

tions and institutions.
The group chose three organizations to execute the financial mechanisms. SITAWI will
serve as the intermediary for the group’s Social and Environmental Loan Guarantees pilot. Din4mo will serve as the intermediary for
convertible debt crowdequity, and Bem-Te-Vi
will focus on Loans.
SITAWI is proud to contribute to the structuring of this initiative, representing an important step in the dissemination of opportunities in Brazil’s Social Finance field by including

Part of this collective are: Childhood, Fundação

foundations and institutes.

BMW Herbert Quandt, Fundação Grupo Boticário de Proteção à Natureza, Fundação Lemann,

Fundação

Otacílio

Coser

(FOCO),

Fundação Raízen, Fundação Telefônica Vivo,
Fundação Tide Setúbal, Fundo Vale, Instituto
Ayrton Senna, Instituto Coca-Cola Brasil, Instituto Cyrela, Instituto de Cidadania Empresarial
(ICE), Instituto EDP, Instituto Holcim, Instituto
InterCement, Instituto Phi, Instituto Sabin, In-

institutes and foundations
22 united
to learn, accompany and
understand the results of investing in
high-impact social and environmental
businesses.
GRI-G4 8
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Social Finance

SOCIAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
REVOLVING FUNDS
Over the course of eight years, SITAWI has made 28 social and
environmental loans and two social and environmental investments.

Another mechanism used by SITAWI, and the

Throughout 2016, we consolidated important

most widely used in the world in terms of value

partnerships with accelerators and investors,

transactioned, is the social and environmental

increasing our reach and made the second

loan. This instrument allows for the financing of a

social and environmental investment in our

wide range of high-impact businesses, from NGOs

history. We disbursed approximately R$800

to traditional corporations. SITAWI is the pioneer

thousand to five high-impact businesses and

in this service in Brazil, and has provided below-

nonprofits in São Paulo, Minas Gerais, and Rio

market interest rates and strategic support to

Grande do Sul.

entrepreneurs in this field since 2008.

ELIGIBILITY
CRITERIA
Recognized, tangible and measurable social
and environmental impact
Repayment capacity
Qualified management team
Ethical leadership
Access our website to learn
more about applying to a social
loan.: http://bit.ly/2vN95Bt
* Annual Impact Investor Survey (GIIN, 2016)
GRI-G4 4, 8

FAMÍLIA C
This is a shared management fund,
created from the donation of a family
office whose goal is to offer capital
to increase the amount and reach of
social organizations and high-impact
businesses. In 2016, the fund made two
loans for organizations in the Education
and Health areas, as well as a social and
environmental loan to organizations that
help place people with disabilities in the
job market.

Social Finance
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CIES
The mission of the Center for
Integration of Education and
Health - CIES Global - is to
use its mobile medical centers to extend specialized,
humanized, and high-technology medical treatment to any community.
“Our objective is to teach people about the
risk of diseases based on their lifestyle and
family medical history, and advise them on
the best way to stay healthy”, explains Roberto Kikawa, founding physician at CIES Global.
SITAWI has already made five social and environmental loans for the organization, totaling R$1.5 million. In 2016, the fifth loan in
the amount of R$ 214 thousand supported
the implementation of the Preventive Medical Program (PMP) in Atlanta, in the United
States, consolidating the international performance of the organization. The program aims

to strengthen the pillar of disease prevention,
especially the cardiovascular risk of patients.
In the year 2016, the PMP performed approximately 2,000 visits in the USA, mostly in women over 40 years. The expectation
is that about 6,000 people will be served in
2017 and more than 16,000 in 2018.

Carreta da Saúde is a hospital on wheels: it has hightech diagnostic equipment and a capacity of 9,000 visits
per month.

EGALITÊ
Egalitê Recursos Humanos
establishes the connection
between organizations and
people
with
disabilities
through
the
selection,
training, and follow-up of
the agents of this relationship, demonstrating
to the market and society the value of equal
opportunities. Founded in 2010, this high-impact
business has already placed more than 3,000
people with disabilities in the job market. By
2018, Egalitê’s services will reach 6,000 people.
In 2016, Egalitê was the winner of the “Ruderman
Prize in Inclusion 2016,” one of the most
important global recognitions of initiatives

that work towards the inclusion of persons
with special needs. SITAWI Finance for Good
supported the initiative through a social and
environmental investment, more specifically a
convertible loan into equity participation that
will increase its structure, making it possible
to reach more and more candidates and
organizations and transform the professional
scenario for people with disabilities.

If your company wants to integrate persons with
disabilities into its staff, please visit Egalitê’s
portal.: www.egalite.com.br

GRI-G4 8
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Social Finance

INSTITUTO ALPHA LUMEN
The official number of students

"For NGOs, there is a great difficulty in obtaining

with high skills in Brazil is

credit at banks and, when you do, interest

2,600, however, it is estimated

rates are often prohibitive and can make the

that there are up to 10 million
unidentified

students

project unfeasible. Even though IAL is financially

with

sustainable, they often encounter social impact-

this profile in the country. Normally, public or

generating opportunities that require funding

private schools are not well-prepared to receive

in advance. Being able to count on SITAWI

this student, who ends up being stigmatized or

was game changing for us." Nuricel Villalonga,

silenced.

founder of the Alpha Lumen Institute.

Founded in 2013, the Alpha Lumen Institute (IAL)

The number of students in IAL has grown over

is a non-profit school in São José dos Campos, SP,

the years, as shown in the chart below. In 2017

which aims to use an innovative methodology to

total enrollment reached approximately 400.

offer courses for elementary grades 1 and 2 and

231

for high school for high-skill students.
SITAWI supported the IAL through its social
and environmental lending mechanism in
September 2016, in the amount of R$60
thousand, to increase the infrastructure and

80

the ability to receive more students. During
the school holidays, reforms were made to
expand the headquarters and the branch of the

18

Institute, which now has nine more classes and
a larger space for the cafeteria.

2014

2015

2016

Active
loans
initiated
before 2016
Active loans
initiated
before 2016
Client

Fund

Amount

Main SDG

Year

Solidarium/Olist

Family C

R$ 255,00
R$255,000

8 - Decent Work and
Economic Growth

2012-2017

CIES

Family C

R$ 1.080 (3rd e 4th)

3 - Good Health and Well-Being

2014-2018

Empréstimos ativos iniciados antes de 2016
GRI-G4 8

Client

Fund

Amount

Main SDG

Year

Coperjunho

FES

R$ 75,000

12 - Responsible Consumption and

2015-2017
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SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL LOANS FUND - FES
Created in 2008 as SITAWI’s first fund, FES

businesses, non or for profit, through social

receives resources from different donors, such

and environmental loans. In 2016, two

as Institutes, Foundations and individuals.

organization were supported by this Fund.

The goal is to leverage the resources from
different sources to support high-impact

Read more at: http://bit.ly/2vN95Bt

INOCAS
Currently, palm oil is a key
ingredient for thousands
of products – from foods
such as margarine and
ice

cream,

to

cleaning

products, to combustibles.
However, palm plantations are responsible
for large-scale forest conversion in the
tropics and extensive carbon emission,
thereby contributing to global warming.
The production of sustainable “macaúba”
vegetable oil, grown in pastures in the
Brazilian “cerrado”, can exceed and replace
the world production of palm without
overthrowing a single tree, thus generating
reforestation and income for many people.

FEIRA PRETA
The Feira Preta Institute is a
renowned platform representing
the Afro-brazilian community in
Brazil, through empowerment
and expression of the multiple
artistic and cultural nuances of
this diverse community. Its mission is to transform
the Afro-Brazilian market into a reality for the
national economy, aiming at a new economic model
GRI-G4 8

This has led INOCAS (Innovative Oil and
Carbon Solutions), a planting and cultivation
of “macaúba” company in the region of
Patos de Minas, Minas Gerais, to produce
sustainable vegetable oil in partnership with
smallholder farmers, avoiding deforestation
and changes in land use with the existence
of agriculture in the same location.
SITAWI provided the organization with a R$60
thousand social and environmental loan to
kick-off its activities in September 2016. In
the long run, this pilot project’s long run is
expected to benefit 305 farmers, rural and
factory workers,and produce 10,000 tons of oil.
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of development for the Afro-Brazilian population.

were present in the space, circulating more
than R$800 thousand among the exhibitors.

In 2016, SITAWI made its second loan (the first

Over the last 15 years, Feira Preta brought

was in 2011 – worth R$ 60 thousand) for the 15th

together 140,000 participants, 700 exhibitors

edition of the Feira Preta, a fair taking place in São

from Brazil and Latin America, 800 national and

Paulo and, for the first time, in Rio de Janeiro. The

international artists and more than R$4 million

commemorative edition included shows, plastic

in monetary circulation.

arts shows, dance, as well as exhibitions with fashion
items, accessories, hair styles, and gastronomy.

BLACK CODES

"SITAWI's support was fundamental for the 15th
edition [of the fair]. Without this contribution, we
would not have been able to make this event, a

Active loans initiated before 2016

historical edition in our path towards stimulating
the Afro-Brazilian entrepreneurial, possible. In

Client to the financial
Fund
Amount
addition
contribution,
SITAWI has
helped us in the remodeling process of the Fair,
R$ 255,00
Solidarium/Olist Family C
which is in the process of a strategic planning
for the next 15 years and a restructuring of the
R$ 1.080 (3rd e 4th)
Family C
CIES
actions of the Feira Preta Platform." Adriana
Barbosa, founder of Feira Preta.

Empréstimos ativos iniciados antes de 2016
In three days of events, more than 200
entrepreneurs
from Fund
Brazil and Amount
Latin America
Client
and 300 national and international artists
R$ 75,000
FES
Coperjunho

Ecoservice

FES

R$ 65,000

In addition to bringing together all of the
artistic languages of Afro-Brazilian culture in a
single space, the Feira Preta Institute also acts
as a consultant for large companies through its
subsidiary, Black Codes Consulting. It provides
access
information and market intelligence
MaintoSDG
Year
about the Afro-Brazilian population, and
acts
as a consultant
relating to
8 - Decent
Work and on issues 2012-2017
Economic
Growth
diversity
in the
workplace. In 2016, Black Codes
Consulting was awarded 2nd place by the
3 - Good Health and Well-Being 2014-2018
IDB Afro-Entrepreneurs Support Program in
partnership with Endeavor and Anjos do Brasil,
and is considered one of the businesses of the
future by investors from Brazil and abroad.

MainAccess:
SDG www.blackcodes.com.br Year
12 - Responsible Consumption and
Productions

2015-2017

13 - Climate Action

2014-2017

Empréstimos
quitados
Loans paid
off indurante
2016 2016

Client

Fund

Amount

Main SDG

Year

Instituto Peabiru

FES

R$ 55,000

15 - Life on Earth

2014-2016

Inova Urbis

FES

R$ 50,000

11 - Sustainable cities and communities

2015-2016

Evolução do Programa Finanças Sustentáveis

Inova Urbis, an impact business that carries out

in Paraisópolis, SP. "With SITAWI’s loan, made in

architectural projects aimed at improving the

2015 and paid-off in 2016, it was possible to take

housing of the low-income population, paid off

an important step in consolidating Inova Urbis

Indicadores

2014

2015

2016

office in Rocinha. We
their
loanExecutados
in 2016. Initially operating in Rocinha, 20 as a popular
Projetos
24 architecture
35
made more than 200 architectural projects in
RJ, since the end of last year it now also works

Publicações (próprias + terceiros)

4

6

12

GRI-G4
8
Colaboradores

6

8

12

18

25

18

na Equipe

Palestras em Eventos
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2016 and by 2017 our goal is to exceed 400."
Alban Drouet, founder of Inova Urbis.
The Peabiru Institute, an organization dedicated
to the Eastern Amazon - Pará, Amapá and
Maranhão, also paid off its loan in 2016.
"SITAWI's support was instrumental in maintaining
the organization's actions, especially related
to ATER, on the island of Marajó. The project
implemented sustainable rural development
strategies, stimulating the generation of income

Check out the video about the açaí value chain,
resulting from the Institute's pioneering study on the
precariousness of fruit extractivists’ work. The study points
to the lack of public policies for social protection that cause
more than two hundred thousand workers and rural workers
Main SDG
Year
to stay marginalized from society.

and new jobs, so that the extractive populations

Active loans initiated before 2016

and the smallholder farmers of the Amazon
could become the protagonists of their own lives.

Client

Fund

Amount

This project assisted 870 families of five agroextractive
settlements
(PAEs)
INCRA."
Family
C of R$
255,00 João
Solidarium/Olist
Meirelles, director of the Peabiru Institute.

CIES

Family C

8 - Decent Work and
Economic Growth

R$ 1.080 (3rd e 4th)

2012-2017

Access: https://goo.gl/Ps2o0r

3 - Good Health and Well-Being

2014-2018

Loans initiated
beforeantes
2016de 2016
Empréstimos
ativos iniciados
Client

Fund

Amount

Main SDG

Year

Coperjunho

FES

R$ 75,000

12 - Responsible Consumption and
Productions

2015-2017

Ecoservice

FES

R$ 65,000

13 - Climate Action

2014-2017

What’s next...

Empréstimos quitados durante 2016

2017, we are developing two more
MainIn
SDG
Yearsocial

Client

Fund

Amount

Instituto Peabiru

FES

R$ 55,000

finance instruments.
15 - Life on Earth

Inova Urbis

FES

R$ 50,000

The Social
andcommunities
Environmental
Loan
11 - Sustainable
cities and
2015-2016

2014-2016

Guarantee, which promotes access to
credit Sustentáveis
and entry of new funders in the field
Evolução do Programa Finanças

of Social Finance, and Crowdlending, which

Indicadores
Projetos Executados

2014

will enable individuals and organizations to

20

35for these over the course
Keep 24
on eye out

Publicações (próprias + terceiros)

4

Colaboradores na Equipe
Palestras em Eventos

2015

2016

co-invest with SITAWI in impact business.
of the next year!

6

12

6

8

12

18

25

18

GRI-G4 8
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SOCIAL IMPACT
BONDS
Partnering with the State Government of Ceará, SITAWI
is structuring the first SIB in the health sector in Brazil.

Evidence-based programs and policies are

The Social Impact Bond is an innovative mech-

spreading around the world as an attempt to

anism for public procurement of privately

guarantee social rights in the face of limited pub-

funded social solutions and payment for re-

lic resources. Social Impact Bond is a public con-

sults, measured by an independent evaluator.

tracting tool for these type of programs, where

SITAWI is involved in the design and implemen-

the payment for the services provided occurs af-

tation phase of the SIB, advising Governments,

ter the measurement of the outcome indicators.

Investors and/or potential operators.

Around 50 SIBs have already moved more than
USD$ 200 million globally to improve social
outcomes in acute areas such as criminal recidivism, youth unemployment, diabetes pre-

SITAWI is involved in the design and implementation phases of the SIB, advising Governments, Investors and/or potential operators.

vention, early pregnancy, and school dropouts.

In 2016, we made progress in implementing the

be significant growth in the demand for long-

first Social Impact Bond in Brazil. We signed a

stay hospital beds. In 2015, the population

cooperation agreement with the State of Ceará

hospitalized

to develop the feasibility analysis of a program

which represents close to 3% of the total,

that will promote the hospital discharge of up

concentrated 25% of the bed use, generating

to 5,000 long-term chronic patients over the

high costs for the health system.

for

more

than

30

days,

course of five years.

DISCHARGING
CHRONIC PATIENTS

GRI-G4 4, 8

The systematic hospitalization of long-term
patients in nursing homes or treatment in
their home can significantly reduce the
overpopulation in public hospitals in the

Data from Brazil's National

State. One of the objectives of this Social

Health System (SUS) shows

Impact Bond will be to prove the thesis that

that, with the aging of the

this model of care produces better results in

population of Ceará, there will

patient and family quality of life, in addition

Social Finance
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to significant savings for the public health
budget.
The expected savings from the reduction in
hospital beds for long-term patients may
reach more than 60% of hospitalization costs.
The expected result is an improvement in
the quality of life of participating patients,
increased autonomy for the user, and a
strengthening of family ties.
This

process

involved

connecting

with

various levels of the Government of Ceará, in
the context of a technical cooperation. The
decisions are co-constructed and validated
by public servants and managers of various

Debate on innovation in public management conducted
by the UM BRASIL platform, in partnership
with Columbia Global Centers - Rio de Janeiro.
Check out the video: https://youtu.be/6E4BT6NKUHA

Government agencies, such as the Health
Secretariat,

the

Vice

Governorship,

the

Secretary of Finance, the Planning Secretariat,
and the State Attorney General's Office. We
also have the support of key partners in the
process, such as Instituto Sabin and Maraé.
After an initial survey, the target population
and the implementation model were defined.
An administrative concession (one of the
available forms of Public Private Partnerships)
was chosen as a legal model for greater
security to all the actors involved.

SIB HUB
The portal is an initiative by SITAWI with
the collaboration of Social Finance UK,
pioneer organization in the development
of this instrument, and Metricis, Insper’s
laboratory for impact measurement. SIBHub's
goal is to be a reference center on SIBs in
Brazil, promoting inter-sectoral information
exchange, generating and disseminating
knowledge and experiences that inform and
guide the various actors in the ecosystem in
the construction of new opportunities for SIB
development in Brazil.
Access: www.sibhub.org.br

Rafael Ribeiro, coordinator of SITAWI's Social Impact Bond
area, gave a presentation on Alternatives to Contracting
Models during the third cycle of the mentorship
program BrazilLAB. The workshop was attended by 11
entrepreneurs who want to scale up their businesses and
form partnerships with the public sector.
São Paulo, september 2016

GRI-G4 8
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HOW RESULTS
ARE MEASURED
In accordance with the guidelines of Brazilian

ful businesses. Based on these, we work to-

Social Finance Task Force (FTFS) and the Glob-

gether with the entrepreneurs to define the

al Impact Investing Network (GIIN), SITAWI val-

indicators that will be monitored periodical-

ues and is committed to the measurement and

ly throughout the period when SITAWI is sup-

performance of the social and environmental

porting the organization.

impact of its investments.
The impact components, that permit a more proOur analysis model is divided into five com-

found analysis of the company besides the num-

ponents that direct the evaluation of impact-

ber of individuals affected by the business, are:

Secondary variables

Focus area
• Sector: main sector in which the company
is present or acting
• Target population: group of population
that the product or service is targeting

Risk to Impact Fundamentals
• Extent Risk: the risk that the intervention

• Scalability/Replicability: Does the business
have the potential to scale or be replicated?
• Innovation: Is the business innovative in
terms of new technologies or methodologies?
• Inclusion: inclusion of previously excluded/marginalized groups

will reach fewer people than planned

• Access: Does the business widen access to
specific products or services to new social

• Depth Risk: the risk that the intervention

groups or geographies?

will change beneficiary lives to a lesser extent than planned

Impact Fundamentals
• Extent potential: number of people
reached in absolute terms
• Depth Potential: Intensity of change in
beneficiary lives

Additionality
• Additionality of capital: Access to funding
in similar conditions

(SITAWI prioritizes

those with reduced access to capital)
GRI-G4 8

Do you want to know more about
Impact Measurement?
Contact us: contact@sitawi.net

SUSTAINABLE
FINANCE
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PROJECTS
EXECUTED
IN 2016

Investors, the financial sector, and companies
make investment decisions every day, affecting
both the economy and the well-being of
society. By incorporating environmental, social
and governance issues (ESG) into the decisionmaking process of these actors, we believe it is
possible to change the productive sector’s cost
of capital: money becomes cheaper, abundant,
and patient for those with a positive impact;
and more expensive, scarce, and impatient for
those with negative impact.
SITAWI's
Sustainable
Finance
Program
works with development and commercial
banks, pension funds, private equity, asset
managers, insurance companies, philanthropic
foundations,
NGOs,
associations,
think
tanks, and large companies to advance the
integration of social and environmental issues
in investment decisions. Our business model is
primarily commercial, by charging clients for
consulting and research services. In some cases,
we are compensated by technical cooperation
resources or philanthropic foundations, where
the beneficiaries of the projects are not the
paying agencies (e.g. Mott Foundation and IDB).
In 2016, SITAWI consolidated itself as the
largest research and consulting organization
in Sustainable Finance in Brazil. Our team
executed 35 projects - an increase of 45%
compared to 2015 - and our production of open

GRI-G4 4, 8
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content doubled - a total of 12 publications
this year. We diversified our client portfolio
and carried out 15 projects for organizations
and non-financial companies. We strengthened
our international footprint with projects
outside Brazil or paid by foreign entities,
which represent 48% of the financial volume
of our portfolio. We were invited to speak at 18
national and international events.
We were elected by IRRI - Independent
Research in Responsible Investment as the
9th best ESG research house for investors
globally, with three of our professionals in
the top 15 best analyst category: Gustavo
Pimentel, Frederico Seifert and Cristóvão
Alves respectively in 2nd, 9th and 13th places.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE
SUSTAINABLE FINANCE
PROGRAM
Projects performed

20
2014

24

35

2015

2016

Indicators

2014 2015 2016

Publications (Own and third-party) 4

6

12

Full time staff

6

8

12

Speaking Engagements

18

25

18

CLIENTS AND BENEFICIARIES OF PROJECTS IN 2016
Commercial Banks

Banco Hipotecário, Banco Votorantim, Banpará, Itaú BBA e Itaú Unibanco

Development
Banks

Bandes, BID, BNDES, BRDE, DEG, Fonplata e GoiásFomento

Asset Managers
and Insurance
Companies

Axxon, Bloomberg, Darby, EIRIS, Finance in Motion, Itaú Asset
Management, Stewart Investors e SulAmérica

Non-financial
Companies

Ambev, Casa dos Ventos, CPFL Renováveis, Enel, Fibria Celulose, Omega
Energia e Suzano Papel e Celulose

NGOs and Associations CEBDS, Climate Bonds Initiative, FTFS, Mott Foundation, Idec, Inesc e WWF

Government

GIZ e European Union

Another highlight of the year was the

opportunities in the areas of climate change,

growth of projects related to social and

renewable energy, energy efficiency, and

environmental opportunities in the financial

water conservation, among others.

sector. We consolidated our position as the
leading organization in Brazil in the field of
green bonds, organizing events, launching
publications and acting as an external
reviewer (second opinion) in the first two
green bonds issued in the Brazilian domestic
market. We also structured green business
GRI-G4 8

"SITAWI is a key local partner for CBI. We
believe that its reputation and relationships
contribute to the creation of a solid green
bond market in Brazil."
Justine Leigh-Bell, Director of Market
Development, Climate Bonds Initiative.
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CONSULTING
SITAWI became the largest Sustainable Finance consulting
practice in Brazil

SITAWI's consulting projects support the de-

and investments. Although they also have a re-

velopment of policies, processes, methods and

search content, consulting projects require a

capabilities for financial institutions, investors

greater interface with the client - or beneficiary

and companies to incorporate ESG issues into

- and seek to promote some change in the way

their business strategy, products, risk analysis

they do business or make decisions.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM (ESMS)
The Environmental and Social Risk Manage-

clients or generate value in its investments.

ment System (ESMS) is a set of processes, routines and tools that financial institutions use

In Brazil, the existence of such a system has

to integrate social and environmental issues

been mandatory for all financial institutions

into their credit / investment decision and in-

regulated by the Central Bank, such as com-

surance underwriting. When properly designed,

mercial banks, development banks, and de-

the ESMS does not create additional difficul-

velopment agencies, since 2015. SITAWI has

ties for the credit or investment process: on

already developed custom-made ESMS for

the contrary, it increases the institution's abili-

several of these institutions, as well as private

ty to identify risks and opportunities, deal with

equity and debt funds, asset managers, and

its effects and find better ways to support its

pension funds in Brazil and Latin America.

INTER-AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK (IDB)
The IDB's Energy Savings Insurance (ESI) pro-

ness and reducing greenhouse gases. SITAWI

gram aims to stimulate investment made by

coordinates the implementation of the pro-

Latin American small and medium-sized en-

gram in Brazil, which includes the develop-

terprises in energy efficiency solutions that

ment of customized financing lines, an inno-

contribute to increasing their competitive-

vative surety bond for energy efficien
GRI-G4 4, 8
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cy, as well as independent verification mechanisms and a standardized performance
contract. The beneficiary banks for pilot implementation are BRDE, Bandes and GoiásFomento.

AMBEV
"We reached out to SITAWI to map sources of
funding for social and environmental projects.

Sustainable Finance

DARBY
With the support of the German Investment
Corporation (DEG), we have developed an ESMS
for the Latin American private debt operations
of Darby Overseas Investments, Franklin Templeton Investments' private equity arm.

AXXON GROUP

The result of this project has surpassed our

Over the course of a three-year partnership,

expectations, reflecting a broad technical and

SITAWI has supported the private equity firm

practical knowledge of the subject, as well as

Axxon in implementing internal policies and

a great ability to connect different issues to
deliver the results expected by the client."
Carla Crippa, Ambev Sustainability Manager

FONPLATA
We assisted the Fondo Financiero para el Desarrollo de la Cuenca del Plata (FONPLATA)
in designing an ESMS to manage the social
and environmental risks of its infrastructure projects financed in five countries: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay.

processes that help manage the social and environmental risks of its investments and identify value creation opportunities for its invested companies.

AFEAM
With the support of the IDB, we helped the
Amazonas State Development Agency (AFEAM)
in drafting an ESMS for its credit operations
for rural producers and small businesses.

BANCO VOTORANTIM

BANPARÁ

"In 2016, we hired SITAWI to conduct a

SITAWI trained the Banpará staff on the re-

from our vehicle financing portfolio. Banco

gulation of the National Monetary Council
(4.327/14) which requires and ESMS and related instruments for financial institutions.

study about greenhouse gas emissions
Votorantim follows market and industry
trends to contribute to a Low Carbon
Economy. SITAWI understood our demand,
was assertive in its work, and demonstrated
several

possibilities

to

move

towards

mitigating these emissions."
Antonio Ferrari, Sustainability Manager
of Banco Votorantim

Training on social and environmental risk in financial
institutions for Banpará
Belém do Pará - PA, june 2016
GRI-G4 8
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BANCO HIPOTECARIO
In partnership with the German impact manager Finance in Motion, SITAWI developed an
ESMS for Banco Hipotecario, El Salvador, to
manage the social and environmental risk of
its portfolios of small and medium-sized rural and urban enterprises.

ITAÚ BBA
SITAWI supported Itaú BBA in the development
of a methodology to measure social and envi-

Consulting on the implementation
of an ESMS for Banco Hipotecario

ronmental risks in the bank's wholesale portfolio (large companies), and conducted pilot

El Salvador, december 2016

analyses of the 25 most relevant sectors.

BRAZIL INVESTOR
STATEMENT ON GREEN
BONDS

ITAÚ UNIBANCO

Since 2014, SITAWI has been promoting

the segments of insurance, wholesale credit,

green bonds as a vehicle for raising funds
for projects aligned to a Low Carbon Econ-

"SITAWI supported the Bank in the creation of
a methodology and identification of risks and
opportunities arising from climate change in
retail credit, investment banking, treasury,
asset

management,

and

administrative

omy. In addition to acting as an external

structure. SITAWI's work stands out for the

reviewer, SITAWI led the writing and sig-

way it understands social and environmental

nature collection of Brazil Investor State-

impacts, proposing solutions for different

ment on Green Bonds, a document that

sectors of the economy. For us, this knowledge

aims to encourage discussion and future

is important to assist the decision-making

issuance of these securities in the local
market. The initiative was carried out in

process assertively, so that they build value for
the business and for society."

partnership with the Climate Bonds Initiative (CBI) and Principles for Responsible

Denise Hills, Superintendent of

Investment (PRI). Among the initial signa-

Sustainability and Inclusive Business,

tories are BTG Pactual, BB DTVM, Itaú As-

Itaú Unibanco

set Management, Santander Asset Management, SulAmérica Investimentos and
UBS Brasil, which are collectively responsible for managing R$ 1.61 trillion in assets
(Sep/2016). The document remains open
for new signatories in 2017.

Interested in learning more about how
SITAWI can advise your organization on
Sustainable Finance? Please get in touch
with us or visit our website: https://www.
sitawi.net/sustainable-finance-advisory/
GRI-G4 8, 31
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RESEARCH AND EVALUATION
We evaluated the first two green bonds issued in Brazil
SITAWI's Research and Evaluation projects
model ESG impacts on business, contributing to the decision-making of institutional
investors, banks, insurance companies and
non-financial corporations in specific tran-

sactions. SITAWI works with both shelf (Rating and Valuation ESG) and on-demand
(ESG Due Diligence / Green Bond) analysis.
This knowledge is also shared in the form of
open Publications.

ESG RATING AND VALUATION
A pioneer in Brazil in integrating ESG issues into the traditional valuation of companies, SITAWI has been operating since 2012 with its own
methodology and quantitative metrics. In 2016,
we evaluated another 29 companies for a leading asset manager in Brazil, completing the coverage of all components of IBOVESPA, IBX-100
and ISE (B3's Corporate Sustainability Index). For
2017, we will expand our coverage in Latin America, evaluating companies of the main indexes
of Chile (IPSA) and Argentina (Merval). In addition, we will extend the methodology for ESG integration in corporate debt securities, starting
coverage of at least 60 Brazilian companies.
Throughout 2016, we advanced our partnership with Vigeo Eiris and concluded the anal-

139

companies in Latin
America covered by
ESG Valuation

ysis of about 130 Brazilian and American companies based on ESG criteria. This analysis is
made available to around 300 investors worldwide, including insurers, pension funds and asset managers. The process allowed SITAWI to
expand its coverage of companies and generated expertise in the ESG assessment in the USA.

GRI-G4 4, 8

168

companies in Latin America
covered by ESG Rating
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Coverage of ESG Ratings
Region

Companies
Evaluated

Brazil

68

Latam ex Brazil

100

USA

800

World

4000

Type of Analysis

Rating ASG*

GREEN BONDS ASSESSMENT
SITAWI is the first Brazilian organization to
evaluate the social and environmental performance of green bonds, operating on the
second opinion model, in line with the Green

renewable energy, agroforestry, and banks. SITAWI should participate in at least 4 of these
issuances throughout the year.

Bond Principles. Through its partner Vigeo Eiris, it also offers the international Climate
Bonds Standard certification.
The first green bond issued in the Brazilian
market was assessed by SITAWI. In November
2016, Suzano Papel e Celulose raised R$1 billion
in agribusiness receivables certificate (CRA)

Green Bonds are debt securities whose
proceeds are earmarked to environmentally sustainable projects and assets.
Created in 2007, the instrument already
moves more than US$200 billion in the
world, of which about 2% is in Brazil.

backed by an export credit note (NCE) issued
by the company. The resources obtained can
finance investments in certified forest management, restoration of native forests, maintenance or development of areas for environmental preservation and energy efficiency.

ESG DUE DILIGENCE
The ESG due diligence is an on-demand asses-

SITAWI also issued a favorable assessment

sment commissioned by an investor or lender

on the classification of CPFL Renováveis’ de-

about a specific asset: company, investment

bentures as a green bond. In the amount of

project, or bank. We generally serve develop-

R$200 million, the resources were directed to

ment banks and private equity funds, perfor-

the construction of the wind parks of São Ben-

ming due diligence either to their own stan-

edito and Campo dos Ventos, in Rio Grande do

dards, using international standards such as

Norte. The energy company had its Climate

IDB safeguards and IFC Performance Stan-

Bonds certification verified by international

dards, or proprietary SITAWI methodologies.

partner Vigeo Eiris.
In 2016, we carried out due diligences in secWe expect growth in this market in 2017, with

tors such as apparel and footwear, agribusi-

more issuance of green bonds in Brazil from

ness, and banks.

* Available through the VigeoEiris platform, represented in Brazil by SITAWI.

GRI-G4 8
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PUBLICATIONS
SITAWI completed 12 studies throughout 2016, either for our
own publication or commissioned by third parties - double of
the previous year.
Content production is part of SITAWI's product

ties, leveraging our vast expertise in the inter-

portfolio. In addition to our own publications,

face between financial and sustainability is-

we have produced publications for third par-

sues. Check out our 2016 publications below.

Guidelines for issuing Green Bonds in
Brazil 2016
The Brazilian Federation of Banks (FEBRABAN) and the Brazilian Business
GUIDELINES FOR
ISSUING GREEN BONDS
IN BRAZIL 2016
FEBRABAN – Brazilian Federation of Banks
cEBds – Brazilian Business council for sustainable development

Council for Sustainable Development (CEBDS) published guidelines for
the issuance of green bonds in the country. The material, prepared by
SITAWI, is of an advisory nature and provides guidance on the process
of issuing green bonds, indicating the particularities of the Brazilian
market, its potential, and the procedures for framing projects. Launched
in October, the Guide was considered the Initiative of the Year 2016 by
the journal Environmental Finance.

The Sustainability Journey of BNDES
Sponsored by the Mott Foundation, the publication analyzes the social and
environmental management practices of BNDES and gives recommendations for the bank to develop practices in line with the requirements of CMN

THE
SUSTAINABILITY
JOURNEY OF
BNDES
ANALYSIS AND PROPOSALS FOR IMPROVING THE BRAZILIAN
DEVELOPMENT BANK’S ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL PERFORMANCE

Resolution 4.327/14 and international best practices of development banks.
The publication was launched at an event in Rio de Janeiro with the participation of 120 people, among professionals from BNDES and other banks,
academics and civil society.

"BNDES is one of the largest development banks in the world and one of the largest institutional
investors in Brazil. When the bank advances its social and environmental management, this has
a direct impact on society as a whole, and also signals to the market the need for social and
environmental criteria in investment decisions".
Guilherme Teixeira, Sustainable Finance Consultant and author of the publication.
GRI-G4 8
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Deforestation-Free
Financial Flows
guia

RI Brazil 2016

documento
de traBalHo

amazônia
ViVa

lai

2016

2016

Responsible Investment
in Brazil 2016
ESG incorporation by pension funds

Fluxos Financeiros
sem desmatamento

Fluxos Financeiros
sem desmatamento
oPortunidades Financeiras
na reduÇÃo do desmatamento

guia de Boas PrÁticas Para
instituiÇÕes Financeiras

May 2016

OPORTUNIDADES FINANCEIRAS NA REDUÇÃO DO DESMATAMENTO 1

"The financial sector plays a pivotal role in
our economy by financing, to some extent, all
productive activities. Financial institutions
share

responsibility

for

the

impact

Authors
Fred Seifert | fseifert@sitawi.net
Gustavo Pimentel | gpimentel@sitawi.net

of

these activities with their developers. The
publications bring recommendations and best
practices to manage the risks associated with
the destruction of forests in financial operations

The Responsible Investment Brazil 2016 report
assesses the degree of ESG integration of
the 50 largest Brazilian pension funds. The
report identified few entities with effective
responsible investment practices, but notes
that they account for a significant portion
of the sector's assets. However, most of the
largest Brazilian pension funds still treat the
issue as nascent.

and also to find and develop opportunities to
foster the protection of the Amazon. SITAWI is
very happy to support WWF in this initiative to
make our economy more sustainable."
Frederico Seifert, Sustainable Finance Manager

"PORTFOLIO OF R$150 BILLION OF BRAZIL'S PENSION
FUNDS FOLLOW SOCIAL
AND ENVIRONMENTAL CRITERIA"
Read the article about this study published in the Institutional Investor Magazine: https://goo.gl/f4NtOf

ESG disclosure in Brazil:
state of the market
Bloomberg carried out a complete update of its ESG coverage in the
Brazilian market and entered into a partnership with SITAWI to analyze
and identify relevant issues for responsible investors. The report
identifies the level of ESG disclosure of major Brazilian companies listed
on the stock exchange, showing specific topics where transparency still
has room to improve.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

SUSTAINABILITY

A Bloomberg Professional Service Offering

ESG
DISCLOSURE
IN BRAZIL:
STATE OF
THE MARKET

GRI-G4 8
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Leveraging a Water Efficient Economy: opportunities
for companies and financial institutions
"In order to increase the private sector's engagement with water-efficient
practices, GIZ hired SITAWI to conduct the study, “Leveraging a Water
Efficient Economy: opportunities for companies and financial institutions”.
The study analyzed 14 water efficiency technologies across 10 industrial
sectors, identifying a business opportunity of R$25 billion for financial
institutions. A big challenge was the availability of data and the inherent
heterogeneity of water cost, highly dependent on locational factors.
SITAWI innovated when defining a new variable – Break-Even Cost of Water
– which permitted a comparison across technologies. The study was highly
praised by all stakeholders and some financial institutions have already
begun to take advantage of the identified business opportunities".

LEVERAGING A WATER
EFFICIENT ECONOMY
Opportunities for Companies
and Financial Institutions

PREPARED BY:

1

Yannick Motz, Project Leader Emerging Markets Dialogue on Finance, GIZ

Financing Renewable Energy: barriers,
challenges and opportunities
The Council of Leaders of CEBDS commissioned SITAWI to study
alternatives for Renewable Energy Financing in Brazil. The study
presented the main barriers to finance both centralized and distributed
renewable energy, as well as the solutions and instruments that can be
implemented or developed to overcome these challenges.

OTHER PUBLICATIONS
Own
ESG Controversies 2015
Third Parties
Bonds and Climate Change: The state of the market in 2016
The World Bank Pará Rural Integrated Development Project: a case study of forest impacts
Fair Finance Guide Brasil 2016
GRI-G48

Check out our publications:
www.sitawi.net/publicacoes/?lang=en
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MEETINGS
SITAWI believes that dialogue is an important
way of exchanging knowledge in the context
of transformation for positive social and environmental impact. In 2016 we organized several events to share experiences and innovations in Finance for Good.
To celebrate SITAWI’s 8th anniversary, we held
an event with thematic lectures. We opened
the sessions with a reflection on the structuring of the first Social Impact Bond in Brazil,
followed by an explanation on the methods
of incorporating ESG themes into investment
decisions. The event concluded with a talk on
Philanthropic Funds as a way to increase the
impact of social and environmental investment, and the traditional Happy Hour on the
terrace for guests to get to know each other.
At the second meeting of Inspiring Conversations, we hosted the head of NASA's astronaut
office, Christopher Cassidy. During the event,
which was supported by the BMW Foundation and Spread Positivity, Christopher spoke
about innovation, sustainability and his experience in space.
"The beauty of space exploration is that it
unites people and nations in a positive, peaceful way," commented Cassidy.
The meeting was attended by supporters, part-

We annually bring together SITAWI
donors to celebrate and share
our results. In 2016, we had the
participation of a representative
of INOCAS, a high-impact business
supported through the social and
environmental lending mechanism.

Rio de Janeiro - RJ, december 2016
GRI-G4 8

2nd edition of the Inspiring Conversations event
Rio de Janeiro - RJ, october 2016

ners and collaborators who posed questions
to the guest about populating Mars, sustainable development, and his personal beliefs,
followed by a Happy Hour on the balcony. Access the photo album: http://bit.ly/2gzzSsL

10 YEARS OF SITAWI!
In May 2018 SITAWI will complete 10 years
of activities and mobilization of capital for
social and environmental impact in Brazil.
We are preparing contents and meetings as
a form of contribution and appreciation for
the ecosystem, our partners, and supporters. Sign up to receive our monthly newsletter and receive the invitations first-hand.
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MEET THOSE WHO ARE PART
OF FINANCE FOR GOOD
SITAWI's activities are intensive in knowl-

Since 2015, we have also developed a compen-

edge, innovation, methods and people. It

sation and career plan, presented to all staff

is no cliché that people are our greatest as-

in 2016. From this point onwards, all incumbent

set. We believe that the organization will

and new collaborators have had their positions

only grow and grow stronger if each team

and remunerations conform to the plan, guar-

member also evolves. In 2016, our team in-

anteeing functional and gender equity.

creased by 20%, emphasizing the combination of purpose and talent in our recruitment.

Analyzing wages (base: January 2017) we conclude
that we achieve gender pay equity on every or-

DIVERSITY AND EQUITY

ganizational level. The small variations from the

With the growth of the organization, from

times for women - are due to intra-level varia-

2015 onwards we have taken measures to

tions affected by time in the position.

mean - sometimes positive for men and other

achieve greater gender diversity. By the end
of 2016, our team had achieved gender parity,
with women making up 50% of our staff. They
currently hold 33.3% of management posi-

Division of team by office
4

tions. As the organization continues to grow,

São Paulo

we plan to incorporate other indicators of di-

20

versity and equity.

Rio de Janeiro

24

collaborators

87.5%
commute by foot,
bicycle or public
transportation to
the office

83,4%
makes
philanthropic
contributions

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

50%

of the team has a

Women
GRI-G4 10, LA1

Men

% of women with
managerial duties

postgraduate or
master's degree
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Salary difference by position
and gender (jan/2017)

rator agrees with his/her supervisor on his/

Women/men

2017, we will develop an evaluation model for

her development, which may include training,
participation in events or specific projects. In
supervisors, allowing employees to provide

-17%
Coordinator/
Consultant
Sr. Analyst

-8%
Assistant
Intern

Manager

20%
2%
Analyst

5%
17%

structured feedback to their leaders.
2016 was also marked by the increase in staff
turnover. For the first time, employees were
dismissed for lack of alignment with organizational purpose or low performance, a phenomenon that occurred mainly with employees over 30 years old (higher positions). In
2017, steps are being taken to improve recruitment to senior positions, to make it as effective as the process for junior professionals.

Variation between highest
and lowest wages *
For-Profit Entity: 7.0
Non-Profit Entity: 11.5
* Considering only full-time staff

PERFORMANCE AND
CAREER MANAGEMENT

Turnover
by gender
by
age group

2015

2016

women

21%

41,7%

men

19%

8,3%

< 30 years

25%

14,3%

> 30 years

13%

40%

Total

20%

25%

Even with the high number of hires in 2016, the
Since 2014, SITAWI had a performance evalua-

average length of service for active employees

tion system based on the competencies of each

remained around 24 months (the same as in

function as well as organizational competen-

2015) at the end of the year, meaning better

cies. Managers are also evaluated in relation

knowledge retention and organizational sta-

to performance indicators in their respective

bility. Our perception is that we have a robust

areas. At the end of each semester, collabora-

team and increasingly improved processes to

tors undergo a process that includes self-as-

fulfill our mission. We have stronger internal

sessment and performance evaluation by their

talent and are bringing others to complete the

respective supervisors and structured feedback

team in this moment of growth that demands

meetings. The results of the evaluations affect

greater organizational maturity.

the progression of salaries and positions.
In 2016, the evaluation model was refined and
a Personal Development Plan (PDP) module
was included. Through the PDP, the collaboGRI-G4 LA1
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DONORS

TEAM

Palladium

Founder and CEO

L. Hauptman/P. Parente

Leonardo Letelier
Sustainable Finance
Gustavo Pimentel, Managing Director
Frederico Seifert, Project Manager
Cristóvão Alves, Chief Analyst
Guilherme Teixeira, Consultant
Amanda Gomes3, Consultant
Itali Collini3, Senior Analyst
Juan Vega3, Analyst
Isabel Rodrigues, Analyst

Platinum
A. Fraga, G. A. Ferreira
Gold
Axxon Group, E. Stein, F. Carvalho, G. Hsu, H. Sztutman, J. Bitencourt, J.V. Nogueira, M. Spilberg,
P. Diniz, R. Patriarca, T. Bracher, T. Ferreira, T.
Rossi

Beatriz Ferrari, Analyst

Silver

Clinton Mallet3, Researcher

A. Alvares, B. Moraes, B. Scretas, C. Oliveira, C. Skil-

Rachel Besso , Researcher

nik, D. Celano, F. Feder, F. Gutterres, F. Kaufmann,

Letícia Farias , Researcher

F. Seifert, I. Dal-Ri, IBM, J. Michaels, L. Letelier, L.

3

3

Patricia Herkenhoff , Researcher
2

Michela Aimar , Consultant
1

Camila Yamahaki , Consultant
2

Cristine Pavoni2, Consultant
Social Finance
Rob Packer, Social Finance Manager
Andrea Resende3, Social Finance Manager
Rafael Ribeiro, Social Impact Bonds Coordinator
Bruno Pantojo3, Social Impact Bonds Analyst
Rony Silva3, Social Funds Assistant
Institutional
Renata Linhares, Relationship Coordinator
Luiza Coimbra, Communications Analyst
Karen Garcia3, Communications Assistant
Marianna Abreu3, Relationship Assistant
Stefano Giarelli3, Consultant

Ribeiro, L. Teixeira, Lee and Linda Meier Family
Foundation, M. dos Santos, M. Finatti, M. Pedreira, M. Tornovsky, O. Armani, P. Brandi, P. Mordehachvili, R. Alvarenga, R. Ellison, R. Glass, R. Packer, R. Sant’Anna, R. Valverde, S. Miagostovich, S.
Wachsner, T. Solberg, W. Dominice
We also thank the following donors:
A. Herkenhoff, A. Werner. A. Cast, B. Vaughan, C.
Manzano, C. Nasser, C. Junqueira, C. Resende, C.
Ishida, D. Crohmal, F. Lacerda, F. Tran, F. Sotto, F.
Farah, F. Machado, F. Rizzo, G. Freitas, H. França,
H. Drumond, J. Andrade, J. Lopes, J. Moulin, L.
Burr, M. Desterro, M. Weguelin, M. Vilhena, M.
Prem, M. Alves, N. Lisboa, P. dos Santos, P. Monteiro, R. Linhares, R. Chaves, R. Fortini, S. Pimstein, S. Giarelli, T. Etchatz, Z. Fitzgerald

Rosilene Fonseca, Administrative Assistant
Vivian Furman2, Relationship Assistant
Ricardo Borges Martins1, Philanthropic Culture Coordinator
1

collaborators left SITAWI throughout the year

2

collaborators joined and left SITAWI throughout the year

3

collaborators joined SITAWI throughout the year

BE PART OF SITAWI’S
NETWORK FOR GOOD

Our work is only possible due to the support
of people and partners who share our mission
and believe in our cause. By supporting SITAWI,
you multiply your social impact and enable the
development of Finance for Good in Brazil.
Read more at: www.sitawi.net/support/
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VOLUNTEERS

(entry year)

Finance for Good is also made possible by our
volunteers. Thanks to their contribution, we can
go even further. We count on many individuals
who are committed to our work and who are indispensable for various processes and projects.
Meet the 34 volunteers who made Finance for
Good happen in 2016: Administrative: Jacqueline
Ramos. Communications: Fagner de Souza, Bárbara Assis. SalesForce: Danilo Cerqueira. Translation: Amanda Akemi, Janaína Ribeiro, Raquel
Bonelli, Peter Rothman, Hugo Reis, Sabrina Veras, Marcela Rocha. GRI: Verônica Malkah. Funds
and Loans: Brenda Soares, Gabriela Haddad, Maya Yonehara, Luca Contardo, Daniel Mendelzon,
Vitor Pavam, Vinicius Carvalho, Cesar Seabra Diniz, Manoela de Moraes, Débora de Goes. Relationship: Jéssica Pojo, Laura Zanatta, Marianna
Abreu, Tiago Torres Leite. Sustainable Finance:
Ana Carolina Chacon, Carolina Rosa, Alberto Gallo CIS: Julia Cavalcante, Julia Fonseca, Renata
Makhoul, Samuel Placido, Luana Messena.

Enio Stein
CFO of Log-In Logística Intermodal (2009)
Franklin Feder
Independent advisor and former CEO of Alcoa
Latin America & Caribbean (2015)
Guilherme Affonso Ferreira
President of Bahema S/A (2012)
'
Lucia Hauptman
Founder and president of PRADA Consultancy (2016)
Thomaz Conde
Social Investor (2014)
Tomaz Solberg
Conflict mediator (2009)

FINANCIAL INFORMATION

Net Revenue

Net Revenue
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400
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200
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200
200

0 0

2012
2012

2013
2013

2014
2014

2015
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2016
2016

Disbursements for
Social Impact
(R$ thousand)

0 0

387 565 530 603 1.157
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

1.534
1.534
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931
931

1200
1200

731
731

1400
1400

1.877
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1400
1400

1.353
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1.382
1.382
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369
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1800
1800

672
672

R$ thousand, for-profit entity

630
630

R$ thousand, nonprofit entity

2012
2012

2013
2013

2014
2014

2015
2015

2016
2016

1.570

1.930
2014

2.600
2015

9.342
2016
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GRI INDEX
STRATEGY AND ANALYSIS

REPORT PROFILE

G4-1 - CEO Statement on the Relevance of Sustainability - p. 06

G4-28 to 30 - Period covered by the Report, Previous Report Date,
Reporting cycle - p. 02

ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE

G4-31 - Contact Information - p. 02 , 31 and 44

G4-3 - Name of Organization - SITAWI
G4-4 - Primary brands, products and/or services - p. 10, 12, 18, 24,
27, 29 and 32
G4-5 - Location of Organization Headquarters: For Profit
Organization – Rio de Janeiro/RJ; Nonprofit Organization – São
Paulo/SP
G4-6 - Number of countries where it operates and names of countries
where main operations are located or are especially relevant for the
sustainability issues covered - p. 06 and 09
G4-7 - Ownership and legal form - p. 08
G4-8 - Markets in which the organization operates (with
geographical breakdown, sectors covered and types of customers
and beneficiaries) - p. 07 and p. 10 to 35
G4-9 - Size of organizations - Small
G4-10 - Total number of employees, gender identity and work region
- p. 38
G4-12 - Describe the supply chain - SITAWI develops activities
related to the management of professional programs and services,
having suppliers for IT and office staples, and other professional
services (accounting, advertising, etc.)
G4-13 - Significant changes - p. 06 and 07

G4-32 - “Agreement" option, GRI G4 Index and reference to External
Verification - Essential - SITAWI did not seek External Verification
for this Report - p. 02
G4-33 - Policy and practice for submitting the Report to External
Verification - SITAWI did not seek External Verification for this Report

GOVERNANCE
G4-34 - Estrutura de Governança - p. 08 and 09

ETHICS AND INTEGRITY
G4-56 - Values, principles, norms and standards of behavior as a
code of conduct and ethics - p. 07

SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES
CATEGORY: ECONOMICS - Economic Performance
G4-EC1 - Direct economic value generated and distributed - p. 41
and 42
G4-EC4 - Financial assistance received from government - SITAWI
received no government support in 2016

G4-14 - How does it adopt the precautionary approach or principleSITAWI's activities have very low environmental impact, so the
application of the precautionary principle is not considered a
material issue

CATEGORY: SOCIAL - Labor Practices and Decent Work

G4-16 - Participation in Associations and national or international
organizations - Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI), Aspen
Network of Development Entrepreneurs (ANDE), Group of Institutes
Foundations and Enterprises (GIFE), Brazilian Social Finance Task
Force (FTFS) and Transform Finance

CATEGORY: HUMAN RIGHTS - Investments

IDENTIFIED MATERIAL ASPECTS AND BOUNDARIES
G4-17 to G4-23 - About the process used to define the content of
the report. Material aspects identified and their limits and reformulations - p. 08
G4-22: Report the effect of any reformulation of information
provided in previous reports and the reasons for these
reformulations - This year’s Report also include financial data of
the for profit entity.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

G4-24 to G4-27 - Overview of stakeholder engagement in the
organization, process for defining and engaging groups - p. 08 and 09

G4-LA1 - Total number of employees and rates of new hiring of
employees and employee turnover - p. 38 and 39

G4-HR1 - Total number and percentage of significant investment
agreements and contracts that include human rights clauses
or that have undergone human rights assessment - All SITAWI
contracts have clauses that ensure that our clients respect the
Human Rights of their beneficiaries and collaborators
CATEGORY: SOCIETY - Anti-corruption / Public Policy
G4-SO6 - Total value of contributions to political and political
parties, broken down by country and recipient/beneficiary - SITAWI
does not donate to political parties
CATEGORY: PRODUCT RESPONSIBILITY - Marketing Communications
G4-PR7 - Total number of cases of non-compliance with regulations
and voluntary codes relating to marketing communications,
including advertising, promotion and sponsorship, broken down
by type of outcome - No cases of non-compliance relating to
communication and marketing
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